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First XI Win

2 0 Luke Broderick Luke 

Buetel 

Richard Dean We were very committed from the start of the game, the warm 

up was good and I had a sense that there was real focus today. 

As it turned out this was our best performance of the season 

thus far and the boys deserve every credit bestowed upon them 

as they turned up with a great attitude and a will to compete. 

Luke Broderick who was always a menace for the opposition 

opened the scoring towards the end of the first half with a solo 

goal from a clearance from goalkeeper Harrison Hepner. 

Having led in 4 of the previous 5 games at half time it was 

important that we saw this game out. We had numerous 

chances in the second half with the opposition man of the match 

being their goalkeeper, who made 3 important saves before 

Luke Buetel sealed the game with a quality finish in the last 3 

minutes 

2nd XI Win

9 0 Mitchell Crook  4        

Harry Searle  1       

Sam Lipp  1      

Lachlan Brown  1         

Shelby Ward  1                  

Cameron Cardillo 1

Mitchell Crook It was mentioned last week that the 2nd’s couldn’t buy a goal 

this season. Well, on Saturday against Churchie, the TGS 2nd’s 

went on a shopping spree. From the opening whistle we 

dominated possession, control of the ball, and pace of the game 

and put in the greatest display of possession based attacking 

football I’ve witnessed  from any 2nd’s team in the 7 years I’ve 

been coaching. 

Cameron Cardillo opened the goal feast in the 5th minute with a 

low drive into the bottom corner from outside the 18 yard box. 

Harry Searle doubled our lead 5 minutes later before Mitchell 

Crook came on to put away a first half hat-trick. 5-0 at the break. 

Our half time chat was fairly simple “do it again”

Mitchell Crook continued in the second half with another early 

goal to bring his personal tally to 4, followed by goals from Sam 

Lipp and Lachlan Brown. 

Baxter McDonald joined in the attacking play with a pin point 

throw to Tas Bardetta, who’s first time delivery sent Shelby 

Ward through a hole in the Churchie defence and a 9th goal for 

the squad. 

Late in the game both Baxter McDonald and Jack Coulter (who 

had moved from his Centre Back role, up to Striker) had 

opportunities to get their name in the score card and bring the 

winning margin to double figures, however their attempts were 

thwarted. 

Brilliant display from all boys and if I could I’d give the man of 

the match to each player....... however it’s tough to look past 

Mitchell Crook with his 4 goal performance ....... an achievement 

Mike Mulvey himself acknowledged with his congratulations and 

comments to Mitch after the game. 

3rd XI Win

2 1 Bailey Brannelly 1 

Oliver Schubert 1 

Douglas Plant The 3rd XI displayed the maturity, determination, and 

composure of much older gentlemen against Churchie. They 

were able to organise themselves into good quality attacking 

shapes and ensure that the defensive line was secure. Bailey 

Brannelly slotted the opening goal just three minutes into 

proceedings and Oliver Schubert followed him four minutes 

later. The TGS lads were in control of the ball for most of the 

match. In the brief moments that the ACGS attack looked 

menacing Douglas Plant was on the scene to shut them down. 

The 0-2 lead held firm until the final fifteen minutes when a long 

range worm burner slipped by the keeper's finger tips. This 

consolation goal for Churchie taugh the TGS lads that 

sometimes you can do everything right and still conceed. The 

boys should be proud of the excellent team approach that they 

took on the day.  

4th XI Draw/Tie

1 1 Fred Perry Fred Perry A fine result for the boys against almost a mirror-image team 

from Churchie, hence the draw. Fred Perry scored from the spot, 

but we should've been 3 or 4 up at half-time with our dominant 

field position, for most of the first half. Anyway, they had the best 

of the second 30 minutes, in classic mirror fashion, plus their 

second-half keeper sure knew a thing or two, which helped them 

a lot. Fred Perry was our MVP. I didn't catch the name of their 

PVM, but it was probably Perry spelt backwards. Top game. No 

smoke. Lots of mirrors. 

FB Round 6 vs ACGS



11A Win

3 1 Harrison Tzannes        

Flynn Brannerly 2

Flynn 

Brannerly 

With 2 Goalkeepers to accommodate and a rethink upfront, a 

shuffle of the pack was needed.  Tom Green started in goal 

allowing Callum Francis the opportunity to to play left back.  

Harrison Tzannes switched to central defence to add some 

speed thus allowing Flynn Brannerly the chance to shine up 

front.  Grammar started strong with Flynn Brannerly being a 

constant threat up front with chances in the 4th and 9th minute, 

unsettling the ACGS defence.  Early pressure paid its dividend 

in the 10th minute when Harrison Tzannes buried a powerful 

header into the goal to secure a deserved lead.  Jamie Watson 

was on fire and his driving runs caused alarm in the opposition 

defence.  In the 21st Minute Scott Redford combined brilliantly 

to create the opening for Flynn Brannerly who took his chance to 

make the score 2-0.  An unexpected setback saw ACGS score 

against the run of play meaning a 2-1 lead at half time.  The 

second half saw Callum Francis back in goal and Angus Cory 

back in the familiar left back position.  Charlie Sheahan was 

having a stella day in the holding midfield role, alongside the 

ever impressive Jordyn Watts, together they destroyed the 

opposition advances.  Zyon Welsh was given a free reign and 

much of the second half involved his driving runs and 

combination plays.  Oliver Reed continued to utilise his electric 

speed and cause panic in the increasingly desperate ACGS 

defence.  The game was secured when Oliver Reed drove deep 

down the left to then find Flynn Brannerly who crafted a 

wonderful strike across into to top corner.  A strong performance 

from an improving and talented team.

11B Loss

1 7 Hamish Andreas 1 Gus Maher Although the boys started well and were engaged, they 

struggled to adjust their normal fluid game play to the 

surroundings that the day called for. This unease coupled with a 

trimmed roster and influential linesmen led to a tough day out. 

Trailing by three at half time, our lack of discipline let us down 

more than anything. Giving away easy free kicks and collecting 

unnecessary yellow cards are aspects of our game that need to 

be removed if we wish to return to our winning form from the 

beginning of the season. Hamish Andreas was able to secure a 

consolation goal from a restart, catching the keeper off his line 

and chipping it in from half way. A big thank you to James Biggs, 

Gus Maher, and Darcy Schmidt for stepping in to cover injured 

and sick players.    

11C Loss

1 2 Harry Fortune James Biggs A disappointing result to end what was an extremely close 

game. On a narrower than normal field, the boys found 

themselves having to deal with constant end to end football in 

which they adapted to quite well as the game went on. MVP 

performance going to goalkeeper James Biggs who saved easily 

over 20+ shots and 1v1s throughout the duration of the match. A 

few late chances but unfortunately we weren’t able to convert. It 

is promising to see as the weeks progress more and more 

chances are being created each week. 

10A Loss

2 Taku Doherty The whistle blew and within 3 seconds in we were already 1 - nil 

down, to say the least the 10A boys were stunned. The boys 

reacted straight away and counteracted with some brilliant 

football, creating a number off chances in front of goal. Riyan 

Khan was outstanding at left back and Tom Brown strong at 

right fullback.  Taku Doherty and Luke Parish were outstanding 

in midfield with Zach Pherous having a strong game as well. 

Down 1 - nil at half time the boy’s started well again, creating a 

number of chances in front of goal. Harry Graham dangerous 

every time he ran with the ball. Pushing for the equaliser 

Churchie scored their second goal. The boy’s pushed for more 

goals but the football god’s did not shine on us today. Some 

times the best teams don’t win. A special thanks to Cameron 

Apel in goal fantastic game between the posts. 

10B Draw/Tie

2 2 Tom Brown                      

Tom Whitcombe

Thomas 

Whitcombe

Unfortunetly, we were down at half time 2-0. However, another 

stand out second half was shown from the men of TGS The boys 

knew they needed to step up and they did,  even after losing 

Harry Lester to an injury. Thomas Whitcombe led the attack and 

was rewarded with a cracking goal which was followed up by 

Tom Brown's goal. Some close chances came in the dying 

minutes but it didn't happen. The men never gave up trying.

10C Loss

1 2 Hugh Pollock It was a slow start to the game, the boys struggled to keep hold 

of the ball in the first half. A few changes at half time and by 

introducing a forward press, completely changed the game. 

Hugh Pollock popped up with a quick goal in the second half 

smashing it in the top corner. The boys began to run over 

Churchie and dominated for large spells in the second half. 

Unfortunately, we just couldn’t find the second goal and in 

committing so many players to winning the game we got caught 

out on the counter-attack by Churchie’s very quick striker and 

we ended up going down 2-1. But huge improvement in the 

second half.

10D Win

6 1 Patrick Ostwald 4                

arcy Neal                              

Jock Cameron

Jock Cameron Continued improvement week to week sees another win for the 

mighty D's. Patrick Ostwald returned from injury and in this 

game he scored 4 goals, great for a goal keeper. Darcy Neal 

had blinding pace to score a great goal and MOM Jock Cameron 

played like a man possessed with super skills. Great job men, 

lets keep going.



9A Loss

1 3 Samuel Geu Ted Long Cannot fault the boys for effort. In the first half we went 1-0 up 

through Sam Geu. Its important to consolidate once you get in 

front and not long after we conceded a soft goal. Churchie 

caught us on the break a couple of times and they scored a 

couple of decent goals. I thought the back 5 did a decent job but 

got caught out a couple of times (we will work on this on 

Tuesday). I have to commend Ben Miller, Kai Richardson, Teddy 

Long, Oscar Burey and Max Lomas for a great job. William 

Searle and the rest of midfield boys put in a good shift, some 

playing in new positions stuck manfully to the new roles given. 

Boys up front created lot of chances and on another day we 

could have won. Couldn't buy a goal but that's football, 

sometimes. The boys were all disappointed with the result, but 

not your effort as a team well done. 

9B Loss

2 Mitch 

Lancaster

9B again played the better football but just can’t convert some of 

the possession into results. At times the boys got caught out 

holding onto the ball and cheap turnovers proved costly. Nil all 

at half time and the TGS lads started to create some more direct 

chances with Baxter Tzannes striking the upright and out for a 

goal kick. Will Beeton and Mitch Lancaster were solid at the 

back with Joe Gray providing support with some crucial saves. 

Pleasing to see the value the boys are placing on the football 

and the learning of positions and the role they play in the team 

is improving every week. Focus at training for the week will be 

converting chances from gameplay and to continue the 

important role of transitions from attack and defence. Heads up 

let’s go again. 

9C Win

2 1 Ben Burgess 1              

Jock Cameron 1

Kit Lilienstein A good performance from the boys. Started slow again, then 

scored and came out firing after that. Many players did their job 

and put in an amazing performance. Man of the match to Kit 

Lilienstein for some good saves and footwork. 

9D Loss

1 6 Harry McMillan Hamish 

Marshall

Another choppy start from both teams had our boys scrambling 

for opportunities in the first 10 minutes. Fast pace on the field 

should have yielded more chances in the Churchie goal but we 

couldn’t get through their defence. Our own defence struggled to 

keep some powerful play from the opposition and too many 

shots got through. However, defender Hamish Marshall kept a 

lot of the danger away. Harry McMillan’s solid boot flew the ball 

over the Churchie keeper in the second half, but no more from 

our boys. Training will see us working on position and 

communication.

8A Loss
3 4 Emmanuel Geu                    

Tristan Hearn

Tdonson 

Hammond

Learning lesson today in how to press and play. Unfortunately, 

for 30 minutes we didn't do that, second half was superb from 

every boy on the field.

8B Loss

1 5 William Wu The boys started really well with William Wu scoring in the first 

20 seconds of the game. From there the lads fought hard but 

Churchie had some very talented individuals and quite a well 

run system and we ended up going down 5-1. The boys effort 

was fantastic however, and showed glimpses of some really 

good combination plays. Just beaten by the better team on the 

day. 

8C Draw/Tie

2 2 Jack Leslie                                 

James Richardson

Hamish 

McCollum 

The boys had a slow start to the game conceding 2 goals in the 

first half and coming into the break 2-0 down. However, they 

came back out with heart and passion for the school and put 2 

goals past the Churchie goalkeeper, as well as keeping a clean 

sheet in the second half. Recognition must go to Elliot Murphy  

between the posts  as he pulled off many amazing saves, to 

keep us in the game. Special mention must also go to Hamish 

McCollum as he never stopped running and never gave up for 

the entire game. He won many 50/50 challenges and played 

numerous killer passes to create opportunities to score. 

8D Win

5 2 Will Luscombe 3                           

Ben Walker 1        

Harry Barwick 

Keegan 

Coventry

The boys again stuck to the game plan and continuously caused 

havoc with the Churchie backs. The team was also able to adapt 

when ACGS started the 2nd half by flooding forward looking for 

goals. Great contribution from the 8E boys who played up - 

Louis Brimpbelcombe, Reece Ziesemer, Harry Barwick, Brodie 

Forte, Ollie Weier and Will Luscombe. Best on field was Keegan 

Coventry for his defence and George's crosses and Will's 

finishes.

8E No Match

7A Loss

1 11 George Clifford 1 George Clifford A tough day at the office for the boys against a extremely strong 

Churchie outfit. After a strong performance last week which saw 

our defence dominate the game the boys struggled to contain a 

Churchie side.  7 - 0 down at half time the boys were asked to 

lift in the second half. An improved second half saw the damage 

limited with the final score of 11 - 1. To their credit the boys did 

not give up at any stage of the game and had a number of 

chances to score in each half. Despite the score the boys 

continue to improve. Looking forward to some wins in the 

coming weeks.

7B Loss

0 5 Nil Hamza Ali A huge improvement this week by the 7Bs.  A strong effort with 

plenty of chances saw us down by a single goal at half time.  We 

were a bit sluggish immediately after half time and allowed a 

couple of goals in but once we found momentum again we could 

have easily added one or two goals to our own tally.  Cooper 

Healey played a solid game as a cool-headed distributor in the 

midfield and Chris Piccini made the opponents fight hard for 

every ball that came near him.  Man of the match goes to Hamza 

Ali in goals.  Hamza made a number of cracking saves 

throughout the match and stopped the score blowing out.  

Overall a great performance by the boys and we’ll keep working 

hard on assertive pressure in training.



7C Loss

0 7 N/A William 

Tzannes 

The Boys had a good crack at the game, missing a few key 

chances to score. There is lots of improvement happening but 

still need to work on winning the ball back as soon as possible 

and finishing in front of goals. 

7D Loss

0 5 N/A Jack Knudsen The game was played primarily in our half for the entire game, 

the boys played a terrific defensive game which the scoreline 

reflects. It was fantastic to see the pitch filled with boys 

communicating well to each other, offering advice and 

encouragement and having a laugh even with the score not 

going their way.  Oscar Hodge had some great ball skills and 

precision and Isaac Whitcombe and Will Perry built their 

confidence to run with the ball in the second half and gain some 

ground. MVP went to Jack Knudsen our keeper for some 

exceptional keeping. We lost count of the number he saved! 

Looking forward to a home game next weekend and working on 

finding space in attack and marking up in defence during 

training.

6A Loss

0 7 0 Oliver Wells Not the best match, but we are improving a lot. 

4 important players weren’t there so we weren't in the best 

condition to have a great match.

We fought hard and we tried hard but we fell apart on the 

second half, suffering 5 goals.

Hopefully working hard we will get there.

6B Loss

0 14 NA Sam 

Schwennesen 

The first half was not our best half and we conceded 10 goals. 

Churchie had some skilful players who left our players shell 

shocked and not desiring to win the ball. The second half saw a 

huge improvement in this area. Sam Schwennesen was again 

doing a lot of work in the middle breaking down their attacks and 

trying to start some of our own. 

5A Loss
0 2 N/A Ethan 

Thompson

A tough day for the 5As. The boys completely dominated in 

terms of football but just couldn't put together a final pass. We 

will play worse and win comfortably on another day!

5B Loss

0 10 Nil Riley Warby The mighty 5Bs went down to an extremely strong Churchie side 

10-0. While aware it’s starting to sound like a broken record, the 

boys once again started the match well. Once fatigue set in 

however, shape went out the window and the Churchie 

midfielders were able to control possession. 

MVP was without doubt Riley Warby who made a barnstorming 

run down the left flank. While it appeared to be approximately 30 

metres, the man of the match was claiming it was at least 60 at 

the completion of the game! 

Great effort again boys.  


